Existing scheduling strategies for task graphs mainly assume machine models that ignore properties of existing parallel architectures. The overhead on the processors for communication and the bandwidth of the interconnection network are neglected. The LogP-machine better re ects these properties. Much about scheduling task graphs is known, if the overhead (o) and the bandwidth per processor ( 1 g ) are ignored and only latencies are considered. Then for some classes of task graphs it is possible that an optimal schedule can be computed in polynomial time (e.g. coarse grained trees), while for other classes (e.g. ne grained trees) this problem is NP-hard. The aim of this article is to extend the results onto the LogP-machine. Restricting us to linear schedules (i.e. no two independent tasks are scheduled on the same processor) we show that for inverse treelike task graphs (which include inverse trees) optimal linear schedules can be found in polynomial time when g ?o is constant, and the minimal computation time of a task is at least g ? o (no matter whether the trees are coarse grained or not). The same result holds for optimal linear restricted schedules, where a schedule is restricted if for each task at least one of its direct predecessors (if it exists) is scheduled on the same processor. On the other hand we show that it is an NP-complete problem to nd optimal (restricted) schedules for inverse trees even when g = o.
Introduction
For many parallel programs the communication behaviour only depends on the size of the problem and not on the actual input. Using this property for translation and optimization improves the e ciency of the generated code dramatically (see e.g. 19, 26] ). Moreover, programmers may focus on the inherent parallelism of the problems and relax to the properties of the target machine. small compared to the computation time and recomputation is allowed, then the problem becomes polynomial time solvable (Colin and Chretienne 5] ). Finding optimal time schedules remains NP-complete for simple DAGs as the concatenation of a join and a fork (when redundant computations are allowed), ne grained trees (no matter if redundant computations are allowed or not), where a tree is ne grained if the granularity which is a constant closely related to the ratio of computation and communication is < 1 21] (Note, in these cases recomputation is of no advantage). Gerasoulis and Yang 11] nd schedules for DAG's guaranteeing the factor 1 + 1 of the optimal time if recomputation is not allowed. For some special classes of task graphs, such as join, fork, coarse grained (inverse) trees (with 1) an optimal schedule can be found in polynomial time 4, 11, 18, 24] . If recomputation is allowed some coarse grained DAGs (with 1) can also be scheduled optimally in polynomial time 2, 8, 18] . The problem to nd optimal schedules having a small amount of redundant computations has been addressed in 23] .
When every computation is non-redundant, the decision whether a task graph can be scheduled in time 6 (with P = 1) is NP-complete even if L = 1 and each task has computation time one 12]. To decide the same problem with time 5 instead of 6 becomes polynomial time solvable 12] . Clearly, when recomputation is allowed it can be decided in polynomial time whether a task graph can be scheduled in constant time.
Many heuristics for nding good schedules use linear schedules, i.e. no two independent tasks are scheduled on the same processor (comp. 11]). In some way linear schedules fully use the parallelism in the DAG. Unfortunately, it is known that determining an optimal linear schedule is NP-complete for coarse grained DAGs 21] . We note that the above cited NP-completeness result of 12] holds also for linear schedules, i.e. it is NP-complete to decide whether a linear schedule with time 6 exists for a DAG if no recomputation is allowed.
Scheduling task graphs on the LogP-machine has been investigated only for classes of graphs that arise in special applications like various broadcast problems, summation, or FFT 7, 15 ]. An approximation approach has been described in 25] .
In this paper we investigate optimal scheduling of DAGs on an unlimited number of processors under the communication model of the LogP-machine, thus taking communication latency, communication overhead and gaps into account. We give an algorithm that computes in polynomial time an optimal linear schedule for inverse tree-like task graphs (which include inverse coarse grained inverse trees even if g o, all tasks have computation time c, c, o, and L are constants and if an optimal schedule exists which is restricted. A schedule is restricted if for each task at least one of its direct predecessors (if it exists) is scheduled on the same processor. Our result implies that even for coarse grained trees no optimal schedule can be found in polynomial time if we have a communication overhead in addition to communication latency, unless P = NP.
In the next Section 2 we introduce some basic de nitions and notation. In Section 3 the polynomial time algorithms are described. Our NP-completeness result is given in Section 4. Conclusions are given in the nal Section 5.
Basic De nitions and Notation
A task graph is a weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V; E; c; l) where V is the set of vertices (tasks), E is the set of communication edges, c : V ! N assigns each vertex v 2 V a computation time, l : V ! N assigns each vertex v 2 V the time necessary to send the result of task v from one processor to another (the latency). A task graph G = (V; E; c; l) is an inverse tree if its underlying directed graph is a tree with edges directed towards the root. G is inverse tree-like i for any v 2 V the subgraph induced by the ancestors of v is an inverse tree. An inverse tree G = (V; E; c; l) is coarse grained i min u2PREDv c u max u2PREDv l u + 2o + (jPRED v j ? 1 ) max(o; g) 1 for all v 2 V , where PRED v is the set of (direct) predecessors of v. Table 1 summarizes all notations on task graphs and inverse trees used in this article.
Remark: Inverse tree-like task graphs occur frequently. E.g. the task graph for the computation of the Fast Fourier Transformation, Scalar Products, Sums, Pre x Sums etc. are inverse tree-like. Figure 1 shows some of these task graphs. (2) x (3) x (4) x (6) x (5) x (7) b ( We use the following kind of operations in a schedule of a task graph:
(ii) recv(v; i) is the operation that receives the result of task v from processor i. (iii) send(v; i) is the operation that sends the result of task v to processor i. RECV (U ) and SEND(U ) denote the set of all operation which receive and send a task u 2 U, respectively. A schedule speci es for each processor the time when an operation starts. Formally:
De nition 1 Let G = fV; E; c; lg be a task graph. A schedule is a partial mapping s : N N ! V SEND(V ) RECV (V ) with the following properties:
(i) No two operations on the same processor overlap in time, i.e. for all (i; t); (i; t 0 ) 2 DOM (s) (i.e. the domain of s) such that t 0 > t holds: If s(i; t) 2 V , then t 0 t + c s(i;t) . Otherwise t 0 t + o.
(ii) Between two send (receive) operations on the same processor must be at least time g, i.e. for all (i; t); (i; t 0 ) 2 DOM (s) such that t 0 > t and s(i; t); s(i; t 0 ) 2 SEND(V ) (s(i; t); s(i; t 0 ) 2 RECV (V )), it is t 0 t + g.
(iii) For any send operation s(i; t) = send(v; j ) there is a receive operation s(j; t 0 ) = recv(v; i), and vice versa. Between these must be at least time l v , i.e. t 0 t + o + l v .
(iv) Each task must be computed, i.e. for all v 2 V there is an (i; t) 2 N N such that s(i; t) = v. (v) Any predecessor of a task v must be computed or received on a processor before it computes v, i.e. if s(i; t) = v, then for any w 2 PRED v , there is a t 0 < t such that s(i; t 0 ) 2 fwg RECV (fwg).
(vi) Any task sent by a processor must be computed or received before on the same processor, i.e. for all (i; t) such that s(i; t) 2 SEND(fvg) for a v 2 V , there is a t 0 < t with s(i; t) 2 fvg RECV (fvg).
A schedule s is linear i for each processor the tasks computed on the processor induce a path in G. A schedule s is restricted if for each tasks v that is computed on a processor also a predecessor w 2 PRED(v) is computed on the same processor, provided PRED v 6 = ;.
The trace of a schedule s for processor i is a partial mapping tr i : N ! V SEND(V ) RECV (V ) de ned by:
(i) DOM (tr i ) = ft : (i; t) 2 DOM (s)g and (ii) tr i (t) = s(i; t) for all t 2 DOM (tr i ). COMP(tr) = fv : 9t 2 DOM (tr) : tr(t) = v 2 V g is the set of tasks computed by trace tr. last(tr) denotes the last operation on tr. A trace tr has an idle interval from time t to time t 0 if no operation is scheduled between time t and t 0 and this interval is not used for a gap. A time step of an idle interval is an idle time step.
The execution time of a trace tr is de ned by
; where t is the starting time of the last operation in tr. Let TIME (tr) = TIME(tr) + if the last operation on tr is a receive or send, and otherwise TIME (tr) = TIME(tr). The execution time of a schedule s is the maximal execution time of its traces, i.e TIME(s) = max tr is trace of s TIME(tr): Table 2 summarizes important notations on schedules. Theorem 3 If there is a polynomial algorithm which computes optimal linear (linear restricted) schedules of inverse trees, then there is a polynomial algorithm which computes optimal linear (linear restricted) schedules of inverse tree-like task graphs.
SEND(U ) all send operations which send the result of a task U V RECV (U ) all receive operations which receive the result of a task U V DOM (s) domain of a schedule s tr i trace for processor i COMP(tr) set of tasks computed by trace tr last (tr) last operation scheduled on trace tr TIME(tr) execution time of trace tr TIME (tr) is TIME(tr) + if last(tr) is a receive/send and TIME(tr) otherwise TIME (s) execution time of schedule s TIME(G) execution time of an optimal linear schedule for G rtime (v) earliest time for which the result of the root of v can be received Table 2 Notations on Schedules s PROOF. We consider here only linear schedules (The proof for linear restricted schedules is similar). Let G = (V; E; c; l) be an inverse tree-like task graph. For any v 2 V , SUCC v = ;, we can compute an optimal linear schedule of G v in polynomial time, because G v is an inverse tree. An optimal linear schedule s for G can be constructed by the concatenation of the optimal linear schedules for the inverse trees G v , SUCC v = ;, since the execution time of this schedule is TIME(s) = max v2V ;SUCCv=; TIME(G v ). Thus, s can be computed in time at most jV j T(jV j), where T(jV j) is the time to compute an optimal linear schedule of an inverse tree with jV j tasks.
Polynomial Algorithms
In this section we show how to nd optimal linear (restricted) schedules for inverse trees on the LogP-machine with P = 1 if = maxfg ? o; 0g is constant and the minimal computation time of a vertex is at least . We allow di erent communication latencies for the results of the tasks.
Our approach is as follows: Our algorithms compute for each vertex v { starting with leaves { an optimal linear (restricted) schedule for the subtree G v rooted at v. Since we consider only linear schedules we can assume without loss of generality that all vertices computed on a trace form a subpath of a directed path from a leaf to the root. In case of linear restricted schedules we can assume that the subpath starts with a leaf.
Basically, we compute for each vertex v 0 in G v (v 0 = v is possible) an optimal linear (restricted) schedule for G v under the assumption that the schedule contains one trace tr which computes exactly the tasks on the path v 0 ;v from v 0 to v (i.e. COMP(tr) = v 0 ;v ). In case of linear restricted schedules we need to consider only the case that v 0 is a leaf. For each task u 6 = v of G v , an optimal schedule for G u is already known when considering v. Thus, we know for each task u 6 = v the earliest time when it can be received. Using this information, our problem is to nd an optimal trace that computes the tasks on the path from v 0 to v. For each vertex v the processor which computes v is denoted by proc v .
Subsection 3.1 describes the basic algorithm for scheduling inverse trees in detail. It reduces the problem of nding optimal linear (linear restricted) schedules to nding some optimal traces. In Subsection 3.2 we describe how to nd such a trace when = 0. Subsection 3.3 restricts the search space for an optimal trace if > 0. Subsection 3.4 then discusses the scheduling algorithm for the case > 0. We describe only how to nd optimal linear schedules, since an algorithm for optimal linear restricted schedules can be easily designed by the same techniques.
The Basic Algorithm
In this subsection, we discuss the overall structure of the algorithm computing optimal linear schedules. Algorithm 1 gives the general structure. It traverses the inverse tree G = (V; E; c; l) from the leaves to the root and computes for each w 2 V an optimal linear schedule based on the optimal linear schedules of G u for all u 2 ANC w nfwg ( an inverse tree G = (V; E; c; l) with root r Output: an optimal linear schedule s of G (1) for i := 0; : : : ; height(G) do (2) for all w with height(w) = i do (3) b w := opt schedule partial(G w ; b) (4) Inverse tree G = (V; E; c; l) with root r and for all v 2 V n frg an optimal schedule b u of G u
Output: An optimal schedule s for G (1) for v 2 V do (2) s v := ;; (3) for u 2 PRED( v;r ) do (4) s v := s v b u ; { { include all optimal schedules b u for G u (5) t u := TIME(b u ); rtime(u) := t u + l u + o; (6) s v (proc u ; t u ) := send(u; pr r ); { { send u to processor proc r (7) end; (8) s v := s v OptTrace(G; v; rtime); { { add the optimal trace (9) end; (10) Thus, it remains to consider the computation of optimal traces. The case = 0 is described separately, because it is much easier to handle than the case > 0. The reason for this is that a simple greedy approach for computing an optimal trace will work if g o. Especially, if at a certain time t several receives and a computation can be scheduled, it does not matter which of these operations we choose rst. In contrast, when g > o we should avoid to schedule two receive operations in a row since this would cause a gap in between. Unfortunately, an optimal decision which operation should be the next cannot be made locally.
Remark: Finding optimal linear restricted schedules is a similar. The di erence is that Algorithm 2 iterates only over v 2 LEAVES (G) instead of v 2 V .
Computation of an Optimal Trace if = 0
If = 0 it is easy to nd for an inverse tree G = (V; E; c; l) with root r, v 2 V an optimal trace tr computing v;r , if for each u 2 PRED( v;r ) the earliest time when u can be received is known. Observe that we have a special case of the 1-machine scheduling problem with precedence constraints and release dates. It is known that a simple greedy strategy can be used to nd an optimal schedule for this problem 16]. The strategy is just to schedule an operation as early as possible. If several operations can be scheduled at the same time it does not matter which of them is chosen rst. It is known (and easy to show) that this greedy strategy works in time O(jV j log jV j). Thus we obtain the following result:
Theorem 6 If = 0, an optimal linear schedule of an inverse tree G = (V; E; c; l) can be computed in time O(height(G) jV j 2 log jV j). PROOF. We run algorithms 1 and 2 using the greedy strategy for implementing OptTrace. The correctness follows immediately from Theorem 5. Observe that for the i-th iteration of line (3) of Algorithm 1 all subtrees G w are disjoint.
Since the greedy strategy can be implemented in time O(jV j log jV j) and by theorem 5 we conclude that Algorithm 1 needs time O(height(G) jV j 2 log jV j).
Properties of Optimal Traces if > 0
Before we describe how an optimal trace can be found in case > 0, we exploit some properties of optimal traces in order to restrict the search space.
Let G = (V; E; c; l) be an inverse tree with root r, v 2 V . Then the problem is to nd a trace which is optimal (i.e. it has minimal execution time) among the traces tr satisfying ( ) COMP(tr) = v;r and ( ) tr(t) = recv(u) ) t rtime(u).
OPT denotes the set of the optimal traces satisfying these two conditions. A trace tr 2 OPT is called a nice optimal trace if for each trace tr 0 2 OPT which has the same sequence of operations as tr, it holds that no operation in tr 0 is scheduled earlier than the corresponding operation in tr. Our algorithm computes a nice optimal trace by maintaining two sets T and T of pre xes of traces which are known to contain a pre x of a nice optimal trace. In order to get a polynomial time algorithm we have to make sure that the sets T and T maintained by the algorithm have polynomial size. The properties discussed in this subsection help to bound jT T j.
For the rest of this section we use the following de nitions: For any t 2 N M t = fu 2 PRED( v;r ) : rtime(u) = tg is the set of tasks which can be received at time t. A trace has a -interval from time t to time t + if a receive operation is nished at time t and the next operation is scheduled after time t + .
All the following lemmas have a similar message. They show that some operations on an optimal trace tr 2 OPT can be rearranged without violating the optimality and satisfying some nice properties.
The following lemma states that there are optimal schedules which have no more than \unnecessary" idle time steps between the earliest possible time when an operation could have been scheduled and the time it actually is scheduled.
Lemma 7 Suppose a trace tr 2 OPT satis es each of the following conditions:
(i) tr has an idle interval t; t + 1].
(ii) tr has at least idle time steps after time t.
(iii) (a) There exists a u 2 M 1 M t such that recv(u) is scheduled not before time t + 1 or (b) there exists a u 2 v;r which is computed after time t and all w 2 PRED u are available at time t.
Then there exists a trace tr 0 2 OPT which is identical to tr for time t and which schedules recv(u) { in case of (a) { or computes u { in case of (b) { at time t.
PROOF. Let be tr 2 OPT such that (i){(iii) are satis ed.
Case 1: (a) is satis ed, i.e. there is a u 2 M 1 M 2 : : : M t such that tr(t 0 ) = recv(u) for a t 0 t + 1. tr 0 is obtained from tr by the following transformations (cf. Figure 3 ): { First, remove recv(u) from tr. After this removal there are at least +o = g idle time steps after time t. { Then, delay some operations without changing their order and increasing TIME(tr) such that an idle interval t; t + g] is created. { Finally, de ne tr(t) = recv(u), i.e. recv(u) is scheduled in the interval t; t+ g]. Case 2: (b) is satis ed, i.e. there is a u 2 v;r such that tr(t 0 ) = u for a t 0 t + 1 and all w 2 PRED u are available at time t. tr 0 is obtained from tr by the following transformations (cf. Figure 4) : { Remove rst the computation of u from tr. After this removal there are at least + max(c u ? ; 0) c u idle time steps after time t.
{ Let tr(t 00 ) = recv(u 0 ) be the latest receive with t 00 < t 0 (if it exists). Delay some operations (including recv(u)) without changing the order of operations and TIME(tr) such that an idle interval t; The following lemma shows that there are optimal traces such that the receive operations recv(u) which can be received at a certain time t are ordered by the height of SUCC u .
Lemma 8 There exists a tr 2 OPT such that the following condition is satis ed: If tr(t) = recv(w) for a w 2 PRED( v;r ), then height(SUCC u ) height(SUCC w ) for all u 2 M 1 M 2 : : : M t which are received later than t, i.e. tr(t 0 ) = recv(u) for a t 0 > t.
PROOF. Let be tr 2 OPT such that there is a w 2 PRED( v;r ) and a u 2 M 1 M 2 : : : M t with tr(t) = recv(w), tr(t 0 ) = recv(u), t 0 > t, and height(SUCC u ) < height(SUCC w ). W.l.o.g. assume that the height of SUCC u is minimal among the vertices u satisfying these properties. Let tr 0 be the trace obtained by exchanging recv(u) and recv(w). This can be done without increasing TIME(tr) since u 2 M 1 M t . Thus, tr 0 2 OPT and the number of pairs (w; v) violating the condition of the lemma is less than in tr. Therefore the lemma follows by induction.
The next lemma shows that if there exists a node u such that all predecessors of u are available and the last operation was a receive then u can be computed immediately after this receive operation.
Lemma 9 Let tr 2 OPT be a trace such that there is a time t with (i) tr(t) = recv(w) for a w 2 PRED( v;r ) and (ii) there is a u 2 v;r which has not been computed at time t + o but all x 2 PRED u are available at time t + o.
Then there exists a tr 0 2 OPT which is identical to tr until time t + o and
PROOF. Suppose tr(t 0 ) = u for a t 0 > t + o. is not executed before time t 00 + c u this delay is possible without violating the gap g.
The following example shows that it might be better not to schedule any operation directly after the computation of a node u even when u is the only predecessor of SUCC u . Example 10 Consider the task graph in Figure 6 and let o = 3, g = 5, c v = c u = c w = c r = 3, rtime(x 0 ) = 4 and rtime(x 00 ) = 4 . Observe that = g ?o = 2. Although the lower trace introduces at time 3 an idle time step it is better than the upper trace.
The following lemma shows that if there are two consecutive computations w and w 0 in an optimal schedule and there is a receive operation op which can be scheduled at the same time as w 0 , then there is also an optimal schedule where op is scheduled immediately after w. The last lemma states that there are optimal traces such that receive operations satisfy an ordering property.
Lemma 12 Let tr 2 OPT be an optimal trace with an idle time interval t; t 0 ? 1] of positive length. If tr(t 0 ) is a receive operation, then there is also a trace tr 0 2 OPT which is identical to tr up to time t and satis es the following properties:
PROOF. Let tr 2 OPT be a trace with an idle time interval t; t 0 ? 1], tr(t 0 ) = recv(w). Suppose there is a u 2 PRED( v;r ) with height(SUCC u ) height(SUCC w ), t 00 = rtime(u) < t 0 , and u is not received by tr before time t. Select u such that height(SUCC u ) is minimal. Then tr 0 is obtained by the following transformation (cf. Figure 8 ): { First, replace recv(u) by recv(w). { Then, schedule recv(u) at time t 00 . It is not hard to see that tr 0 is also a trace. Observe that if an optimal trace tr has the properties stated in Lemma 12, it does not necessarily imply that there is no u 2 PRED( v;r ) with rtime(u) < t 00 that has not been received before time t. The following example demonstrates this:
Example 13 Consider the task graph in Figure 9 . Suppose v;r = fv; x; rg, o = 2, g = 4, c x = c v = c r = 2, and rtime(w) = 7 and rtime(u) = 8 . Figure 9 shows the two possible traces without super uous idle times for the order of operations. The trace which receives w rst has a longer execution time than the trace which receives u rst although w is received earlier than u. Remark: Examples 10 and 13 illustrate why a greedy approach to compute an optimal trace (as chosen in subsection 3.2) does not work. Beginning with an empty trace algorithm OptTrace computes possible ex-tensions of this trace such that at every time at least one of the sets T , T contains a trace that is a pre x of an optimal trace. Algorithm OptTrace proceeds (beginning with time t = 0) from time t 2 f0g RTimes f1g to t = nextRTimes(t) until t = 1. At time t the traces in T T schedule some receive operations of results of tasks u 2 PRED( v;r ) with rtime(u) < t and some computations of tasks in v;r . T contains either several traces with TIME (tr) t or only one trace which is pre x of an optimal trace. T contains those traces that have an idle intervall between TIME (tr) and t. Algorithm OptTrace uses two functions TraceExtend and NewTrace to extend the traces in T and T . Basically TraceExtend is used to extend traces tr in T greedily until TIME(tr) t 0 = nextRTimes(t). If necessary TraceExtend makes a copy tr 0 of tr (before the last extension), extends tr 0 with an idle intervall TIME(tr 0 ) : t 0 ] and puts it into T . NewTrace then extends traces in T by a receive of the results of a task w with rtimes(w) = t 0 (and puts tr into T afterwards) and/or introduces an idle intervall t 0 : nextRTimes(t 0 )] on tr. All extensions of traces are done such that only nice traces are computed and no trace that violates the conclusions of Lemmas 7 to 12. In the following we describe in some more detail how the extensions are done.
Computation of an
Recall that T contains traces with TIME (tr) t 0 or only one trace which is pre x of an optimal trace. For each trace tr 2 T and time t = nextRTimes(t 0 ) function TraceExtend(tr; t) does the following: (i) it extends tr until TIME (tr) t (if possible) by greedily scheduling computations and receive operations of results of tasks in M tr (t 0 ) (Note that results of tasks in M t are not yet received). If all results of tasks in M tr (t 0 ) and all computations u 2 v;r with avail tr (u) = true have been computed before time t then obviously the pre x of an optimal trace is found. Hence, optimal is set true, and the search space can be restricted to this trace (i.e. afterwards T = ftrg and T = ;). TraceExtend(tr; t) extends tr stepwise by always appending greedily one operation to the trace (i.e. if possible, a recieve is scheduled after a computation and vice versa). Thereby the new operation is always scheduled at time TIME (tr). Hence, no new idle intervals emerge on tr. This extensions are always optimal (i.e. if the old tr was prex of a nice optimal trace then the new tr is also) besides possibly the last extension, when x tr + t ? TIME(tr) may hold (Note, that this can hold only before the last extension since c min ). After the last extension TIME (tr) t holds. If the last extension cannot guaranteed to be optimal since x tr + t ? TIME(tr) , then TraceExtend(tr; t) returns both traces, the new one and the old one extended by the idle intervall TIME(tr) : t].
The former is added to the new set T and the latter is added to the set T by OptTrace.
T contains traces which contain an idle intervall between TIME (tr) and t. For these traces TIME (tr) < t and not all results of tasks in M tr (t 0 ) have been received yet on tr. If there exists a task w 2 M t such that height(SUCC w ) < height(SUCC u ) for each task u 2 M tr (t 0 ) that has not been received at time TIME(tr), NewTrace schedules at time t the receive for such a w 2 M t with minimal height(SUCC w ). The new trace tr 0 is then added to the set T . The old trace tr is not removed from T if x tr + t ? nextRTimes(t) because it may be necessary to schedule a still larger idle intervall. This is done when NewTrace is invoked with tr again by Algorithm 3 at time nextRTimes(t).
Algorithm 3 OptTrace(G; v; rtime)
Input:
An inverse tree G = (V; E; c; l) with root r, v 2 V and for any u 2 PRED( v;r ) the time rtime(u) Output: A nice optimal trace tr computing v;r (1) if v 2 LEAVES (G) then (2) tr := ;; tr(0) = v; x tr := 0; T = ftrg; (3) if minRTimes then (4) tr 0 = ;; x tr 0 = minRTimes; T = ftr 0 g; (5) else T = ;; (6) else tr := ;; x tr = 0; T = ftrg; T = ;; end; (7) t = 0; (8) while t 6 = 1 do (9) t = nextRTimes(t); (10) T 0 = ;; (11) for tr 2 T do (12) (T 00 ; T ) = TraceExtend(tr; t); (13) if optimal^t 6 = 1 then (14) T 0 = T 00 ; T = ;; optimal = false; exit for loop; (15) T 0 = T 0 T 00 ; T = T T ; (16) end; (17) T = T 0 ; T = ;; (18) for tr 2 T do (19) (T 0 ; T ) = NewTrace(tr; t); (20) T = T T 0 ; T = T T ; (21) end; (22) T = T ; (23) end; { { while (24) return a tr 2 T with minimal TIME(tr);
We will show that several invariants are maintained by OptTrace as stated in the next lemma. (b) For each trace tr 2 T : { Either TIME (tr) t or T = ftrg, T = ;, TIME (tr) t, the results of all tasks in M tr (t ? 1) have been received on tr, and each task u 2 v;r with avail tr (u) = true has been computed on tr.
{ The variable x tr contains the number of idle time steps on tr where Lemma 7 could be applied at time maxft; TIME (tr)g and x tr .
(c) For each trace tr 2 T : { If t > 0 then TIME (tr) < t, and if t = 0 then TIME (tr) = t. tr has an idle interval TIME (tr) : nextRTimes(t)]. { The variable x tr contains the number of idle time steps on tr where Lemma 7 could be applied at time nextRTimes(t) and x tr .
(ii) If t = 1 then T contains a nice optimal trace, T = ;, and for each trace tr 2 T all tasks in v;r are computed on tr.
Before we prove this lemma we show that the invariants (i.a)-(i.c) are preserved by functions TraceExtend and NewTrace. Then we prove Lemma 14 and show correctness of Algorithm OptTrace. Finally we show the correctness of the whole scheduling algorithm and discuss its time complexity. First we consider function TraceExtend.
Algorithm 4 TraceExtend(tr; t)
(1) tr 0 = ;; (2) while TIME (tr) < t do (3) t 0 = TIME (tr); (4) if 9 task v 6 2 COMP(tr) with avail tr (v) = true then (5) if last(tr) = recv(u) for a task u then (6) tr(t 0 ? ) = v; (7) else if M tr (t 0 ) 6 = ; then (8) choose w 2 M tr (t 0 ) such that height(SUCC w ) is minimal; (9) tr(t 0 ) := recv(w); (10) else { { last(tr) = u for a task u (11) if x tr + t ? t 0 then tr 0 = tr; x tr 0 = x tr + t ? t 0 ; end; (12) tr(t 0 ) = SUCC last(tr) ; (13) else if M tr (t 0 ) 6 = ; then (14) if x tr + t ? t 0 then tr 0 = tr; x tr 0 = x tr + t ? t 0 ; end; (15) choose w 2 M tr (t 0 ) such that height(SUCC w ) is minimal; (17) else (18) optimal := true; x tr = 0; return (ftrg; ;); (19) end; { { while (20) if tr 0 6 = ; then return(ftrg;ftr 0 g); (21) else return(ftrg;;);
The following lemma shows that invariants (i.a)-(i.c) of Lemma 14 are preserved by function TraceExtend. Lemma 15 Line (12) of OptTrace is executed only if t 2 RTimes f1g and after execution of line(12) the following holds:
(i) T 00 = f trg and T = ftr 0 g _ T = ; for extensions tr and tr 0 of tr. If t = 1 _ optimal = true then T = ;.
(ii) If tr is pre x of length t of a nice optimal trace then one of the following cases holds { tr is pre x of length maxft; TIME ( tr)g (if t 2 RTimes), or of length TIME ( tr), if t = 1, of a nice optimal trace or { tr 0 exists and is pre x of length nextRTimes(t) of a nice optimal trace. (iii) For tr:
(a) If optimal = false then TIME ( tr) t.
(b) If optimal = true^t 6 = 1, then tr is pre x of length t with TIME ( tr) t of a nice optimal trace. Further, all results of tasks in M tr (t ? 1) are received on tr and all tasks u 2 v;r with avail tr (u) = true are computed on tr. PROOF. Since t is initialized to zero in line (7) of OptTrace and is changed afterwards only in line (9) by t = nextRTimes(t), it is obvious that line (12) of OptTrace is executed only if t 2 RTimes f1g. Observe that in line (11) and (14) We now show (ii)-(iv). Assume TIME (tr) < t (Otherwise the lemma holds trivially). We consider several cases:
1. There exists a task v 6 2 COMP(tr) with avail tr (v) = true:
A. If last(tr) = recv(u) for a task u: Trace tr is extended to a trace tr in line (6) of TraceExtend such that v is scheduled at time TIME (tr)? . By Lemma 9 the extended trace tr is pre x of length TIME ( tr) of a nice optimal trace, if tr was pre x of length TIME (tr) of a nice optimal trace.
B. If last(tr) = u for a trace u and M tr (TIME (tr)) 6 = ;: Trace tr is extended in line (9) of TraceExtend to a trace tr such that a w 2 M tr (TIME (tr)) with minimal height is received at time TIME (tr). By lemmas 8 and 11 the extended trace tr is pre x of length TIME ( tr) of a nice optimal trace if tr was pre x of length TIME (tr) of a nice optimal trace.
C. If last(tr) = u for a trace u and M tr (TIME (tr)) = ;: { x tr + t ? TIME (tr) : TraceExtend creates a new trace tr 0 in line (11) which is equal to tr but with an idle intervall TIME (tr) : t]. Accordingly x tr 0 = x tr + t ? TIME (tr). Clearly TIME (tr 0 ) < t.
TraceExtend also extends tr to a trace tr in line (12) by scheduling v at time TIME (tr). Since c v we have TIME ( tr) t. Clearly, tr is pre x of length TIME ( tr) of a nice optimal trace or tr 0 is pre x of length t of a nice optimal trace, if tr was pre x of length TIME (tr) of a nice optimal trace. TraceExtend returns (ftrg; ftr 0 g). { x tr +t?TIME (tr) > : Trace tr is extended in line (12) of TraceExtend such that SUCC u is scheduled at time TIME (tr). By Lemma 7 the extended trace tr is pre x of length TIME (tr) of a nice optimal trace if the old tr was. If TIME (tr) t for the new trace tr then (ftrg; ;) is returned by TraceExtend.
2. There does not exists a task v 6 2 COMP(tr) with avail tr (v) = true: A. M tr (TIME (tr)) 6 = ;: The proof is similar to the proof in (1.C). B. M tr (TIME (tr)) = ;: Then all tasks in M tr (t ? 1) have been received on tr and each task with avail tr = true has been received on tr. Hence, if t = 1 all tasks on v;r are computed on tr. Since TIME ((tr)) < t the trace tr is pre x of length t of a nice optimal trace if t 2 RTimes n f1g. TraceExtend sets optimal = true and returns (ftrg; ;). Now, it is easy to see that (ii)-(iv) hold.
Remark: Since tr is extended by one operation during each execution of the while loop of TraceExtend(t; tr), the while loop is excuted at most jM tr (TIME (tr))j+ j v;r n COMP(tr)j times. Now we consider function NewTrace.
Algorithm 5 NewTrace(tr; t)
(1) choose w 2 M t such that height(SUCC w ) is minimal;
(2) tr 0 = tr; tr 0 (t) = recv(w); x tr 0 := x tr ; (3) x tr = x tr + nextRTimes(t) ? t; (4) if M tr (t ? 1) 6 = ; then (5) let u 2 M tr (t ? 1) such that height(SUCC u ) is minimal; (6) if height(SUCC w ) < height(SUCC u ) then (7) if x tr then return(ftr 0 g; ftrg); (8) else return(ftr 0 g; ;); (9) else if x tr then return(;;ftrg); (10) else return(;;;); (11) else if x tr then return(ftr 0 g; ftrg); (12) (ii) If tr is pre x of length t of a nice optimal trace and TIME (tr) < t then one of the following cases holds:
{ T 0 6 = ; and tr is pre x of length TIME ( tr) of a nice optimal trace or { T 6 = ; and tr 0 is pre x of length nextRTimes(t) of a nice optimal trace.
(iii) For tr (if it exists): (a) TIME ( tr) t. If tr is pre x of length t with TIME (tr) < t of a nice optimal trace tr , and x tr is the number of idle times steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time t and x tr then by lemmas 8 and 12 one of the following cases must hold:
1. There must be a node w 2 M t such that height(SUCC w ) is minimal and for each u 2 M tr (t?1) height(SUCC w ) < height(SUCC u ) must hold. If such a w exists then NewTrace returns in line (7) (or in line (11) if M tr (t?1) = ;)
No operation is scheduled at time t on tr : Then there must be a receive operation at time nextRTimes(t) on tr . By Lemma 7 this is possible only if x tr + nextRTimes(t) ? t (and thus t 6 = maxRTimes). In this case NewTrace returns in line (9) the trace tr 0 which is the trace tr extended by the idle time interval t : nextRTimes(t)]. Clearly, TIME (tr 0 ) = TIME (tr) < t, TIME (tr 0 ) : nextRTimes(t)] is an idle intervall, x tr 0 = x tr +nextRTimes(t)?t contains the number of idle time steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time nextRTimes(t), and x tr 0 .
Altogether, it follows that (i)-(iv) hold. Now we prove Lemma 14.
PROOF of Lemma 14. Since t is initialized to zero in line (7) Clearly, tr is pre x of length c v = maxft; TIME (tr)g of a nice optimal trace or tr 0 is pre x of length minRTimes = nextRTimes(0) of a nice optimal trace. Also TIME (tr) = c v 0 = t and TIME (tr 0 ) = 0 = t. As above x tr = 0 contains the correct number of idle time steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time c v = maxft; TIME (tr)g. Also x tr 0 = minRTimes contains the number of idle time steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time = minRTimes = nextRTimes(0).
Case C. v 6 2 LEAV ES(G): Then in line (6) of OptTrace an empty trace tr is created with x tr = 0, T = ftrg and T = ;. Trivially, tr is the pre x of length maxft; TIME (tr)g = 0 of a nice optimal trace and x tr = 0 satis es (i.b). Case A. t 6 = 1 and after each execution of TraceExtend(t; tr) optimal = false: Consider the set T . The union of all sets T 00 returned by TraceExtend forms the new set T in line (17) of OptTrace. By Lemma 15 for each trace tr in a set T 00 holds TIME (tr) t and x tr contains the number of idle time steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time maxft; TIME (tr)g.
All traces in the sets T returned by TraceExtend are added to the set T . By the induction hypothesis and by Lemma 15 for each trace tr 2 T TIME (tr) < t, tr has an idle intervall TIME (tr) : t], and x tr contains the number of idle time steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time t. Then, in line (19) of OptTrace function NewTrace(t; tr) is invoked for each trace tr in T and returns a pair (T 0 ; T ) of sets of traces. All sets T 0 returned by NewTrace are added to the set T . By Lemma 16 for each trace tr in a set T 0 holds TIME (tr) t and x tr contains the number of idle time steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time maxft; TIME (tr)g and x tr .
Hence, (i.b) holds. The union of all sets T returned by NewTrace forms the new set T in line (22) . By Lemma 16 for each trace tr in the new set T TIME (tr) < t, tr has an idle intervall TIME (tr) : nextRTimes(t)], x tr contains the number of idle time steps where Lemma 7 could be applied at time nextRTimes(t), and x tr . Hence, (i.c) holds. Moreover, by the induction hypothesis at time prevRTimes(t) when line (8) of OptTrace is executed there exists a trace in T T that is pre x of length maxfprevRTimes(t); TIME (tr)g, if tr 2 T , or of length t, if tr 2 T , of a nice optimal trace. By lemmas 15 and 16 it follows that at time t in line (8) there exists a trace in T T that is pre x of length maxft; TIME (tr)g, if tr 2 T , or of length nextRTimes(t), if tr 2 T , of a nice optimal trace.
Hence, (i.c) holds.
Case B. t 6 = 1 and after an execution of TraceExtend(t; tr) optimal = true: By Lemma 15 T 00 = ftrg contains a pre x of length t with TIME (tr) t of a nice optimal trace where the results of all tasks in M tr (t?1) have been received on tr, and each task u 2 v;r with avail tr (u) = true has been computed on tr. In line (14) of OptTrace T = T 00 and T = ; and the for loop is leaved. Since T = ; NewTrace is not invoked in line (19) of OptTrace. Thus at the next execution of line (8) PROOF. We run algorithms 1 and 2 using algorithm 3 for implementing OptTrace. The correctness follows immediately from theorems 5 and 17. Observe that for the i-th iteration of line (3) of Algorithm 1 all subtrees G w are disjoint. Since OptTrace needs time O(log jV j jV j +1 ) and by theorem 5 we conclude that Algorithm 1 needs time O(height(G) log jV j jV j +2 ). Theorem 19 The decision version of the problem to nd an optimal restricted schedule for coarse grained inverse trees is NP-complete even for instances for which there exists a restricted schedule which is an optimal schedule and there is no gap (i.e. g o), c, o, and L are constants, and recomputation is allowed. The same result holds for \general" optimal schedules instead of restricted optimal schedules. PROOF. Obviously, our problem is in NP. To show the completeness we reduce a version of 3-SAT that is shown to be NP-complete in the next claim.
Claim 20 3-SAT is NP-complete even if each instance C = fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C m g is a set of clauses each of size 3 over a set V = fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v n g of variables and where each variable is contained in exactly 5 clauses.
PROOF. It is known that 3-SAT is NP-complete if each variable is contained in at most 3 clauses 10]. To see that our version of 3-SAT is NP-complete assume that there is a clause C of size 2. Then let x; y; z be new variables, add x to C, and add the clauses f x; y; zg, f x; y; zg, f x; y; zg, f x; y; zg to C. Repeat this until all clauses have size three. Now, assume that a variable v occurs in 4 clauses. Then let x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 be new variables and add the clauses fv; x 1 ; x 1 g, fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 2 g, fx 1 ; x 3 ; x 3 g, fx 1 ; x 4 ; x 4 g, f x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g, fx 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g,fx 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g, fx 1 ; x 1 ; x 2 g, fx 3 Finally, we de ne a trace T s where all the remaining tasks are computed as follows:
{ For i 2 f1; : : : ; ng task x i is computed on trace T s from time 10(i ? 1) to 10i ? 1. { For j 2 f1; : : : ; mg the tasks y j h h , y j k k , y j l l are received between time n j and n j + 2. Observe that this is possible since each clause contains a true literal which means that at least on of the tasks y j h h , y j k k , y j l l has computation time n j ? 3.
{ For i 2 f1; : : :; mg (comp. Figure 12 It is not hard to verify that the de ned schedule is restricted. For the other direction of the proof assume that there exists a schedule for G with time T max . Since G is an inverse tree we can assume that each task is computed only once. We need the following claims. 
